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Abstract
Integration of Kinetic Technology into dataClay
by Christos Ioannidis

Currently, Big Data actors tackle many difficulties when cooperation among them is
needed. New ways of cooperation, which make it in a seamless way, are needed. As
the object-oriented programming paradigm is the most dominant, the new approaches
adopt it in Big Data field, too. Furthermore, hardware follows this object-based fashion, and new storage technologies enable data management using the key-value object
abstraction. So, the attempt to pair object-based software and hardware is more than
plausible.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation
Since the widespread use of the term “Big data” from 2011 and on [1], big data has
evolved into a promising actor for radical changes in every activity. Big data has tremendous potential to transform businesses and to power revolutionary customer experiences.
Insights from big data can enable companies to make better decisions — deepening customer engagement, optimizing operations, preventing threats and fraud, and capitalizing
on new sources of revenue. All these insights were hidden previously due to the high
cost of processing that data.
One core benefit of dealing with big data is its use for analysis purposes. In comparison
to the older statistical approach of sampling, processing of every single item of data in
reasonable time is now feasible and it leads to safer conclusions. Having big amounts of
data can beat out even the best model. On the other side, big data can also drive into
new products or services, which can change dramatically our everyday life. For example,
Facebook has been able to craft a highly personalized user experience and create a new
kind of advertising business, by combining a large number of signals from a user’s actions
and those of their friends.
On the other side, new challenges have been arisen by the emergence of big data. According to Edd Dumbill [2],“Big data is data that exceeds the processing capacity of
conventional database systems.” The volume of data produced is unprecedented and
what seems big today will probably be considered normal in the not-so-distant future.
Estimations on the size of the digital universe mention a growth from 130 exabytes in
2005 to 40000 exabytes in 2020 [3]. This is translated into a growth by a factor of 300.
Furthermore, data is also produced extremely fast. It is created in such a high velocity
that a new Moore-like law has arisen: The total amount of data will be doubled every
two years [3]. In addition, data is arriving from multiple sources: Social networks, mobile devices, financial market data, traffic flow sensors, anything, in general, can create
1
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data. This variety of sources is also reflected on the multiple forms of data: structured
(e.g. databases), semi-structured (e.g. XML, JSON) and unstructured (e.g. text, video,
sound, images etc) data consist the ocean of information.
Both academia and industry are putting much effort in order to tackle the multiple
challenges that big data has brought. To name some of them, scalability, performance
and heterogeneity are challenges that scientists and engineers are called to deal with. A
short description of them follows.
Managing big and fastly increasing loads of data has been an issue for many decades.
Until the recent past, Moore’s law was the resolver of this problem. The increasing
processing capacity was high enough so that it was able to catch up the increasing data
volume. But since the CPU speeds have been limited due to the power constraints,
the new approach of dealing the scalability problem has been resolved by changing the
dimension of processing: Processors are built with increasing numbers of cores. Though,
parallelism is like passing the problem from hardware to software. And software is now
called to deal with the scalability challenge.
Bottlenecks on performance are also introduced because of the big data emergence. For
example, the need for rapid real-time value from data results in performance challenges
as the amount of data that moves into the system increases. First, there is the challenge
of whether there is enough I/O and network bandwidth when data is pushed to storage.
Second, since the only way to accomplish such a huge workload is by distributing it
in several nodes, this leads to the need for a quite sophisticated network design, where
possible failures must be predicted.
Both challenges described above are more or less of technical nature. Nevertheless, problems are also arisen when somebody analyzes data. Such a problem is data heterogeneity.
When humans consume information, a great deal of heterogeneity is comfortably tolerated. In fact, the nuance and richness of natural language can provide valuable depth.
However, machine analysis algorithms expect homogeneous data, and are poor at understanding nuances. In consequence, data must be carefully structured as a first step
in (or prior to) data analysis.
Taking into consideration the big data benefits and challenges mentioned above, the
motivation for conducting a master thesis on big data seems reasonable. This thesis,
though, examines some of the challenges that have not been described above. It makes
a fair attempt to see how collaboration between data owner and their partners can be
facilitated. It also tries to provide programmers all the tools that will make their work
easier and spend their time on the logic of their program rather the data storing. Last
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but not least, performance is never sacrificed, and the intention is always to keep it high.
Further details follow.
Throughout this master thesis, two developing technologies are being examined. The
first one is dataClay, a platform for data sharing which has been developed by Storage
Systems Research Group at Barcelona Supercomputing Center. dataClay has been built
having in mind data sharing as a fundamental feature. The second emerging technology
is the Seagate Kinetic Open Storage platform (sometimes called just Kinetic from now
and on). Kinetic technology is revolutionizing the way we know data storage and is
trying to face many of the challenges that big data has raised. Across the rest of this
chapter, the motivation of developing the aforementioned technologies is presented which
also happens to be the motivation for using them in this master thesis.

1.1

dataClay

What seems neglected by big data research community so far is the effort to make easier
the collaboration among all the actors. dataClay has been built having data sharing as
a key feature. This research focuses on how data can be shared in an easy and effective
way. Moreover, manipulating data on current platforms is highly dependent on the
layer where it relies. In dataClay approach, data is handled in a transparent way which
permits programmers to focus on the logic of their applications rather than coping with
the data transfer. Last but not least, performance is what really matters. Recent trends
compel moving the computation close to the data rather than the reverse way. dataClay
faces this challenge by its design.

1.1.1

Data sharing

Nowadays, somebody can basically share intellectual property, such as data models,
specific data, code, etc. in three ways: a) by sharing the data infrastructure, b) by
choosing the datasets that can be copied or downloaded, or c) by offering restricted
data services.
Sharing the data infrastructure provides full access to everybody. However, even though
it is a very flexible approach, its core requirement is the firm trust among all the stakeholders. This probably happens when data is open/public. But, in this case, data is
probably read-only. If stakeholders want to modify it, the need for creating a copy into
their workstation rises. Which leads to extra time and space needed for this operation.
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In the second case, data providers can only decide about the consumers to be granted
the authority to copy or download specific datasets. This option supplies to the consumers the flexibility to process the data in their infrastructure according to their needs.
However, downloading data implies too much data movement, especially in cases that
the consumer’s infrastructure cannot store the whole dataset. Furthermore, data owners
lose the control of their data, because it leaves their infrastructure when it is copied.
Finally, when using a data service (such as RESTful web services), the data can be
accessed in the provider’s infrastructure and the owner maintains a strict control by
deciding not only what but also how this data is being shared. Despite the fact that such
an approach prevents the data movements and the data owner remains the only manager
of the data, it restricts the data consumers to use only the functionality provided by
the data owners. A modification to the given functionality is only possible with the
involvement of the data provider.
Listening to the above needs and misbehaviors, dataClay is designed in such a way that
ensures data provider is the one who controls the data but, also, gives to third parties the
potential to enrich them, either by adding functionality or granting them modifications
privileges. Last but not least, dataClay avoids any redundant data transfer.

1.1.2

Persistent vs. non-persistent data models

Today, data models are designed in a different way depending on whether they are
treated within a persistent (non-volatile) environment or within a non-persistent (volatile)
one.
Common cases of persistent storage include file systems and databases. Accessing data
from files demands I/O operations to be done by a developer. On the other hand,
querying data from databases is needed when someone deals with them, which also
impose extra effort from the developer.
In the case of non-persistent storage, data relies on memory. The applications themselves
(usually) allocate free memory for storing data and, since then, the data is processed
through references, pointers, iterators etc.
Given the differences between volatile and non-volatile data models, developers are compelled to devote too much effort, first, design the two different data models and the mapping between them, and then to implement the whole data flow for their applications
with transitions between persistent and non-persistent data.
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dataClay provides all the mechanisms that are needed in order to handle persistent data
as non-persistent, thus facilitating application development and simplifying the design
of data models.

1.1.3

Computing close to the data

In non-big data cases, data processing involves the data loading from the persistent
layer into the memory and then its processing from CPUs. However, in big data era this
approach is, at least, inefficient, if not unfeasible. Data is produced in such a high pace
that data transfer close to the CPU is slower. Modern trends impose the movement of
computation close to the data, and not the reverse. Popular solutions that implement
this include Apache Hadoop and Active Storage. dataClay fulfills this need by its design:
data are joined with code thanks to its key technology: self-contained objects (SCOs).
SCOs are like regular OOP objects, which are enriched with some components which
enable the two aforementioned long desired features, the seamless data sharing and the
abstraction of data from their environment. SCOs are described detailly in the following
chapter.

1.2

Seagate Kinetic Open Storage platform

Nowadays, we see an explosion of data that has been created of mobile, social, video applications, Internet of Things, connected devices, cloud computing and big data. These
applications rely on data that is primarily unstructured (or semi-structured), and easy
and inexpensive to create. The new status of data also drives the evolution of the storage
infrastructure.
Today’s storage architecture was designed decades ago, for a very different use case,
not for a globally distributed, large scale cloud architecture and environment. In order
for the industry to achieve the growth demanded to support the new storage demands,
layers of inefficiency from legacy architectures must be removed and a new approach
optimized for scale-out application and data center needs must be introduced.
The Seagate Kinetic Open Storage platform and its developer tools make this radical
change. It takes traditional hard drives and adds two key elements: 1) Object Storage
Protocol and 2) Ethernet connection. The combination of these two elements lets the
entire storage architecture become more efficient.
The Kinetic technology is detailed in the next chapter. However, at that moment, what
the reader only needs to understand about Kinetic is that it is a new class of key-value
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Ethernet connected drives. Instead of dealing with file semantics or a file system for
finding where data resides on the device, Kinetic offers a simple key-value abstraction
for working with objects (information). This abstraction is driven by the needs of modern
applications: They just need simple object semantics (e.g., write the whole thing, read
the whole thing, delete the whole thing etc).
The second key element of Kinetic is the use of Ethernet protocol. In traditional storage
architectures, data which starts from an application passes through several layers of
hardware and software in order to reach its destination, the storage device. Kinetic
eliminates these multiple layers in the path between application and storage devices
and uses Ethernet instead. So, information is just an IP address away. This enables
applications to target storage devices directly and take advantage of storage features.

1.3

Objective of the master thesis

One of the novelties introduced with dataClay is the abstraction of data from the layer
they rely on. They can be either in memory or in a persistent environment. From
programmer’s point of view, data can be accessed in the same way regardless the environment they rely on. On the other side, although the data is accessed like being
in memory, it cannot reside in it forever, obviously. It is dataClay’s task to offer the
functionality which enables the abstraction feature.
dataClay is a purely object-based platform. As it was mentioned in the section “Computing close to the data”, it deals with SCOs. Which, actually, are regular OOP objects.
Thus, information is enclosed inside objects. Working with data is actually working with
objects.
In dataClay, when data needs saving, the corresponding objects must be saved. For
this purpose, dataClay has been using several data infrastructures, so far. For example,
Postgres relational databases, Cassandra distributed databases, and others. All these
cases involved the mapping of dataClay objects to the internal structure of the underlying data infrastructure. For example, OOP objects must be mapped into rows in the
corresponding table in a relational database. On the contrary, Kinetic technology has
adopted the much more simple key-value object abstraction. Thus, it seems to be in advantageous position in comparison to the other data infrastructure, regarding dataClay.
Nevertheless, integration of Kinetic technology into dataClay is not as easy as it seems,
even though dataClay and Kinetic talk the “language of objects”.
When dealing with objects, the easiest and most portable way to save them is to serialize them. However, default serialization of OOP languages is not capable to support
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dataClay’s features, like data sharing. Thus, dataClay has developed its own serialization mechanism. In order to accomplish the integration of Kinetic technology into
dataClay, solid understanding of the underlying technologies and of their mechanisms is
needed. For this reason, Chapter 2 describes both technologies from high level. Then,
dataClay’s custom serialization mechanism is presented in Chapter 3 in detail. Kinetic
handler, which accomplishes the pairing of these two technologies, is described in Chapter 4. Next, evaluation of Kinetic handler follows in fifth chapter.

Chapter 2

Related Technology
The purpose of this chapter is to present dataClay and Seagate Kinetic Open Storage
platform in detail. In addition, the underlying technical mechanisms of some key features
of both technologies are presented.

2.1

dataClay

In the previous chapter, it was mentioned that self-contained objects (SCOs) are the key
elements of dataClay. They are presented in detail in the following section. Furthemore,
the possible ways a user can enrich a class with are presented. In the last section, details
on how dataClay can be used are presented and, along with them, some of the underlying
key mechanisms are explained.

2.1.1

Self-contained objects

What drives the introduction of self-contained objects (SCOs) is the widespread use of
the Object Oriented Paradigm (OOP). OOP objects are made out of two key features.
Firstly, they have state via their fields. Secondly, they also have behavior, via the
methods they are equipped with. dataClay takes advantage of this data-computation
proximity derived by the OOP design and adds some new features to the traditional
objects. This blending results into the concept of SCOs (Figure 2.1).
SCOs are like regular objects in the sense that they are instances of a certain set of
data models (the traditional OOP classes) and applications use them as in the common
OOP. One thing added on top of the regular objects is the policies that enable the long
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Figure 2.1: A self-contained object and its relationship with other.

desired feature of efficient data sharing. What is shared, or with whom, or for how long,
etc. is controlled by the policies that the data provider defines.
Furthermore, SCOs are also provided with a user-friendly dataClay API that enables
the programmers to store and retrieve them handily. In order to create new SCOs the
user calls a single method that makes the whole object and its relationships with other
objects persistent in a transparent way. Then, SCOs can be retrieved by using three
mechanisms: a) by using a reference from another SCO, b) by tagging them with an
alias and then querying by this tag, or c) by performing “query by example” that is
resolved searching SCOs that match with a certain dummy SCO used as a prototype.
Now, it is easy to see, from a different perspective, how SCOs fulfill the three motivational factors that led to the development of dataClay. Data sharing is possible due
to the policies that every SCO bears. Dealing with data (either persistent or not) in
a transparent way is enabled due to the dataClay API that every SCO inherits. Last
but not least, computation close to the data is achieved due to the nature of traditional
OOP objects: fields and methods reside together in an object.
Dealing with SCOs is actually dealing with OOP objects. Once a SCO is retrieved, the
user can manipulate it like a regular OOP object by using its fields or calling the methods
that its class has defined. In this way, dataClay saves lots of efforts to the programmers
avoiding the transitions between current persistent and non-persistent data models since
now they can focus on a single combined model with a SCO oriented basis.
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3rd party enrichment

As it was described in the previous chapter, sharing data has not been an easy and
effective procedure so far. Current solutions imply too much data movement and multiple copies of data. But most crucially, consumers are restricted by the functionality
provided by the owner. dataClay deals with these issues and offers both data owners
and 3rd parties the potential to enhance existing data models with intellectual property.
Since dataClay follows the object-oriented paradigm, data models are represented by
classes. Thus, enrichment of a class is done by modifying its elements, namely the fields
or/and the methods. A class can be enriched in three ways: a) by adding new fields, b)
by adding new methods, and c) by adding new implementations to existing methods.
Even though adding new fields to a class affects its structure, this enrichment does not
have any negative impact on the rest of the collaborators. In the same way, adding
new methods offers one more functionality, which does not exclude the one provided by
the data model owner. Thus, the new methods can be executed on the existing SCOs
as well as the original methods. In fact, the new methods become part of the original
class as the original ones. Last but not least, dataClay offers users the potential to
add a new implementation to an existing method. Nevertheless, this modification does
not affect the rest of the users who have access on the same class. Instead, when a
user calls a method which has been modified previously by someone else, the expected
implementation (for him) will be executed. Soon, the underlying mechanism which
enables class enrichments will be described.

2.1.3

dataClay details

Across this section, the typical workflow of data model sharing will be explained and
some key underlying mechanisms will be explained too. The example will be described
in Java, since the implementation part of this master thesis has been done in this programming language. However, dataClay supports Python too.

Data model sharing
When data providers aim to share their data models with 3rd parties, they begin by
registering the corresponding Java classes in dataClay. The data provider specifies the
location of the class files and dataClay proceeds with the registration process.
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Given that a class name is not a universal resource identifier, dataClay uses namespaces
as the entities to organize class names as if they were part of a particular package or
application. These namespaces are also registered by the data model provider.
Once providers have registered their classes, they can sign model contracts that grant
3rd parties to access them during a certain period of time. At that moment, the provider
defines: a set of interfaces, one per class, which include the fields and methods that will be
exposed through the contract, as well as the expiration date of the contract. Therefore,
the providers retain control of what they share, with whom, and for how long.
In order to manage the entire process, shown in Figure 2.2, dataClay offers an API
via a client library tool that provides the functionalities to register namespaces, classes,
interfaces and contracts.

2) Signs contract <A interface>

Namespace
1) Registers A

3) Enriches A
A.class

	
  
Figure 2.2: Sharing data models.

Stubs
Beneficiaries of model contracts can retrieve the included classes to use them either to
compile their applications or to generate new enrichments. In particular, and also by
means of the client library tool, consumers download one stub per class (a bytecode class
file representing the original class). These stubs are generated by dataClay considering
the visibility scope derived from the contracts, i.e. the union of visible methods and
fields according to the interfaces included; plus a set of specific methods (dataClay
API) that are inherited from a common class (DataClayObject) that all stubs extend
(analogous to Object class in Java):

• makePersistent: stores the object as a new SCO in the system.
• deleteObject: deletes the referenced SCO from the system.
• getByAlias: retrieves a SCO reference of the same class by its alias.
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• getAlike: retrieves the references of those SCOs whose values match with those of
the current instance acting as a prototype.

All the methods in a stub, except those provided by the dataClay API, have two different parts controlled by an if-clause: local execution and remote execution. The former,
contains the bytecode of one of the accessible implementations of the method (considering the visibility scope from the contracts) and it is necessary while the object remains
local, that is, until it is not made persistent with the makePersistent method. On the
contrary, when the object is already a SCO, it is called the remote execution behaving
like a RPC (the following section Remote execution describes it).
The stub also comprises (hardcoded) the information related to the model contracts
used to generate it — since, as we said, a stub might be generated from the union of
several contracts potentially containing different interfaces of the corresponding class.

Enrichments
Regarding the enrichments, introduced in the previous section, the process is analogous
to registering original classes, since at the end any enrichment is an extra piece for a
data model which can be defined within a class. In particular, when 3rd parties aim to
add new value to an existing class (for which they have authority via a model contract)
registered in dataClay, they use the Java extension mechanism (i.e. Java extends token)
to define the corresponding enrichments. That is, the class containing the enrichment
extends from the stub corresponding to the class being enriched, so that the enrichment
class is allowed to use the original fields of the class and the original methods as if it was
a child class. This is useful not only to compile the enrichment class and look for errors
if any, but also to register the enrichment by using an analogous process as a regular
class registration.
In the data infrastructure, the enrichment is deployed by updating the original class
to include the new functionalities and fields, thus enabling to share these new parts
through immediate subsequent new model contracts containing them (with interfaces
including the new defined fields and methods). That is, although the original class and
SCOs are extended, the existing interfaces and model contracts are not affected. Thus,
the existing applications using older stubs are not compromised, with the new parts of
the data model being simply out of their visibility scope.
The enrichments of fields and methods are simple, in the sense that they add new value
to existing data models but the resulting class is like a regular one. On the contrary,
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the enrichment of implementations of existing methods is a bit more complex because
it entails handling multiple implementations for any single method.
For this reason, model contracts do not only comprise the interfaces that define the
visibility scope of every included class, but also the visible implementations of the corresponding methods. Then, stubs are generated considering also this information so that
dataClay can select which implementation to be executed when processing a method
execution request.

Datasets
In order to facilitate the organization of the SCOs and to easily define how they are
shared, dataClay offers the concept of dataset that enables data owners to enclose a
set of SCOs.
Once the data owners register their datasets (a process analogous to registering a namespace for classes), they can provide data contracts to consumers granting them access
to corresponding datasets. In short, a data contract offers a specific dataset so that the
beneficiary can access the SCOs associated with such a dataset.
Besides, the data contract is limited with an expiration date and also defines whether the
contracting party has the privilege to create new SCOs on the dataset or not. Therefore,
the data owners keep control on the datasets they share, how, with whom and for how
long.
It is worth noting that data contracts comprise a new use-case and are different than
model contracts described previously. The former, grant access to the SCOs of the
offered datasets; the latter, establish the visibility scope from a specific set of classes. In
other words, data contracts enable data sharing (that is, SCOs), while model contracts
enable data model sharing (that is, classes).

Remote execution
At this point it is worth to introduce some components of our system: the Logic Module (LM), and the Data Service (DS). Logic Module keeps track of all the management
information such as namespaces, classes, interfaces, contracts, etc. On the other hand,
Data Service is in charge of processing method execution requests by managing the
persistence layer where SCOs are actually stored. To this end, once a class is registered via the Logic Module it is then deployed to Data Service which also prepares the
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data infrastructure to store future SCOs that instantiate the class (more details in the
following chapters).
Once a SCO is stored in the data infrastructure the stub behaves as the interface to
access it remotely. To this end, dataClay’s approach comprises a TCP communication
binary-protocol and its own serialization mechanism both to create new SCOs and to
pass the necessary arguments when executing a method on specific SCO.
The workflow for the execution of a method remotely, as it is show in the Figure 2.3, is:
When a client application invokes a method of a certain SCO via the corresponding stub,
the arguments (if any) are transparently serialized and transferred in the request, the
request is then analyzed by Logic Module that checks if it comes from a valid contract
that grants access to that class, and finally the Data Service processes the request by:
retrieving the SCO from the data infrastructure, executing the requested method with
the given parameters, and returning the result (if any) by using the same serialization
mechanism and communication protocol as for the requests.

dataClay client lib
serialization
Netty comm.

dataClay

LM

DS

	
  
Figure 2.3: Remote execution in dataClay.

Communication with the Persistence layer
Even though dataClay offers the very elegant feature of working with SCOs without
concerning where they reside (either on memory or a non-volatile environment), dataClay has to deal with this issue. It is dataClay’s exclusive task to store and retrieve
data (that is, objects) from the data infrastructure they rely on.
dataClay is ready to used several data infrastructures like Postgres, Cassandra, Neo4j
and others as backends. Since the nature of the data store varies, the interaction between
dataClay and any of these infrastructures varies too. For example, representation of
data on relational databases is very different than on graph databases. For this reason,
dataClay has a handler for each of the data infrastructure that it supports.
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The objective for each handler is to map objects from the non-persistent to the persistent environment, and vice versa. More specifically, every handler has to prepare the
data infrastructure for future storing of objects, which solely depends on the nature
of the data infrastructure. Afterwards, objects are stored, retrieved, modified, deleted
to/from the data infrastructure according to the representation the handler uses on the
persistence layer. More precisely, a handler receives a serialized object, manipulates this
information (that is, bytes) and store the data on the persistence layer, according to the
representation that it has chosen. The opposite happens when we want to retrieve an
object from the persistence layer.
Objective of this master thesis is the development of the appropriate handler that enables
the use of Kinetic technology into dataClay. The following chapters describe in detail
several aspects for the development of this handler. Before moving to them, though, it
is worth to gain some insight into Kinetic technology regardless dataClay. This is done
in the rest of this chapter.

2.2

Seagate Kinetic Open Storage platform

As it was mentioned in the first chapter, Kinetic Open Storage is a drive architecture in
which the drive is a key/value server with Ethernet connectivity. The purpose of this
section is to provide a detailed description of Kinetic Open Storage platform. First, the
motivation for developing this Ethernet key/value storage device is presented. Then,
some Kinetic features that are relevant to this thesis are introduced. Last, the software and the hardware resources are exposed. Before proceeding further, it should be
mentioned that the biggest part of this section derives from Kinetic website [4].

2.2.1

Kinetic architecture

The Seagate Kinetic Open Storage platform represents an opportunity to substantially
address the inefficiencies of traditional datacenters whose legacy architectures are not
well-adapted to highly distributed and capacity-optimized workloads of exploding unstructured data and applications.
Current datacenters are characterized by multiple layers of software and hardware stacked
together in order to enable a data path between two poorly compatible systems: An
object-oriented application layer and a hardware layer (spanning HDDs, SSDs, and tape)
based on block-storage. The transit path from application to storage requires multiple
layers of manipulation from databases, down through POSIX interfaces, file systems,
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volume managers and drivers. Information passes over Ethernet, through Fiber Channel, into RAID controllers, SAS expanders and SATA host bus adapters. A stack might
look something like in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Traditional storage stack in a datacenter.

Beyond the obvious inefficiency of having to move through multiple layers, this model
relies on a dated assumption about the operation of local storage devices: in the 1970’s
storage was organized close to, and based on, the physical attributes of a device. This
has all changed, but the software stack has not evolved.
The majority of today’s mass scale object applications do not need either file semantics
(e.g. change the middle of a file, append to the end of a file, refer to a file by a name in
a tree of names) or a file system to determine and maintain the best strategy for space
management on a device. Modern applications need only object semantics (e.g. write
the whole thing, read the whole thing, delete the whole thing, refer to it by a handle
chosen by the client and cluster manager), and should not need to worry about where
data resides on a given device.
In order to manage this complexity, an entire ecosystem of storage server technology
providers (both hardware and software) has risen up purely to abstract it from both
the device and the application layers. Not only is this inefficient, it also introduces
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additional barriers between the two realms that can impede surfacing of storage features
and functionality.
What if we could start over and re-structure the stack from the bottom up? What would
it look like if object-oriented applications could speak directly to, and in the language
of the storage device?
It would look like the Kinetic Open Storage platform. Kinetic is:

• A new class of key/value Ethernet drives + an open API and series of libraries.
• Designed to provide the simplest semantic abstraction and enable the broadest set
of applications through an easy-to-use, minimalist API.
• An efficient platform to maximize innovation and value both within and above the
storage device.

Together, these pieces enable applications to target storage devices directly and take best
advantage of storage features. Drives talk in keys and values, as opposed to blocks. They
do ’get’, ’put’, and ’delete’ operations. They allow applications to distribute objects and
manage clusters, while letting the drive efficiently manage functionality such as:

• Managing key (object) ordering
• Quality of service
• Policy-based “drive-to-drive” data migration
• Handling of partial device failures and other management
• Data at rest security

In contrast to the traditional stack described above, the Kinetic storage stack might
look like this in Figure 2.5:
The new model has a number of significant implications:

• The superfluous layers of legacy software and hardware are removed.
• Need for the traditional storage server tier is obviated.
• Storage can truly be disaggregated from compute.
• Racks can be more dense.
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Figure 2.5: A storage stack using Kinetic technogy.

• Fans are minimized.
• Data traffic leverages the existing datacenter transit fabric, Ethernet.
• Datacenter operational management is simplified, and both cost- and risk- reduced.

Scale-out is simplified, cost-effective, and unconstrained by legacy architectures and
infrastructure. Information is now just an IP address away.

2.2.2

Kinetic Open Storage Value proposition

The Kinetic Open Storage platform is architected to enable simple, flexible storage performance and scaling. It delivers optimal total cost of ownership (TCO) for datacenter
storage providing savings both in capital outlays and operational expenses

Performance
Kinetic drives are native key/value stores. This shifts the burden of maintaining the
space mapping of a device from a file system to the drive itself. Applications need only
put and get objects; they no longer need to guess at LBA layout or prescribe data
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location. This shift largely eliminates a very significant amount of drive I/O that moves
no data but rather represents metadata- and file system-related overhead.
There is also incremental benefit here for scaling: as both device manufacturers and cloud
datacenter operators ramp device capacity as aggressively as possible, the increased I/O
efficiency - and resulting net I/O utilization - enables more balanced scaling of I/O and
capacity, in addition to absolute performance on a given device and across a Kinetic
cluster.

Scale
The Kinetic platform is uniquely optimized for explosive-growth, scale-out datacenters.
The Kinetic architecture with its disaggregation of storage from compute enables cloud
datacenter operators to simply add storage as need for capacity grows. Additionally,
the combined impact of Ethernet connectivity and the key/value API command structure enables incremental capacity to be scaled in a highly distributed manner with the
replication of data directed from drive to drive, with minimal incremental system cost.

Simplicity, Ease of Use/Adoption
Kinetic drives are provided with a comprehensive user space library that allows applications to access the device directly. This library provides the complete interface to access
the data and to manage the drive. It bypasses the normal operating system storage
stack and lets the application to talk directly to the drive as if it were talking to another
service in the datacenter. This process utilizes a typical application remote procedure
call (RPC). This Kinetic platform currently provides libraries for Java, C++, C, Python,
and Erlang, and other languages will be provided over time.
The Kinetic API allows applications to interact with the drive as if it were a typical
key/value service on the network; it allows applications to put data in the form of keys
and values to the drive and to get this data back by specifying just the key. As one
would expect, keys and their values can be deleted. Additionally, the keys are ordered
(lexicographically) so that searching of the keys within ranges and finding the next and
previous keys are possible. The schematic in Figure 2.6 shows the basic architecture.
There are also extensive drive management commands that allow the drive to report its
health and to manage who is allowed to communicate with the drive.
The Kinetic platform allows implementation of new datacenter architectures. This is
due to the fact that Kinetic drives interface directly with the applications, thereby
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Figure 2.6: Architecture of basic application using Kinetic technology.

eliminating an entire tier of hardware. This technological advantage allows much denser
storage racks, which impacts total cost of ownership in a number of different areas.
Elaboration of these advantages is out of scope for this master thesis. Interested readers
are prompted to Kinetic website for further information.

2.2.3

Kinetic features

Across this section, the most important features of Kinetic technology are described.
First is described the notion of object storage. Then, elaboration on the key schema
follows. Last, an inner Kinetic mechanism for concurrency issues is presented.

Simple object storage
Object based storage organizes data into flexible-sized data containers, with the approach of addressing and manipulating discrete units of storage called objects. Objects
are not organized in hierarchy, such that one object cannot be placed inside another.
Since every object is at the same level, this is considered a flat address space known as
a storage pool. The key semantics for object storage are PUT, GET, and DELETE.
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Object storage differs from legacy disk storage, where legacy disk storage used blockoriented interfaces that reads and writes fixed sizes of blocks of data. The object contains
uninterpreted sequence of bytes (data) and sets of attributes to describe the object
(metadata). The metadata are used to assign unique identifiers that allows a server or
end user to retrieve the object without needing to know the location of the data, which
is extremely useful for automating and streamlining data storage for cloud computing.
The key functions of object storage are:
• Create objects
• Delete objects
• Write bytes to and from individual objects
• Read bytes to and from individual objects
• Set attributes on objects
• Get attributes on objects
The advantages of using Object Storage are:
• Data Mobility - The ability to reference objects by IDs rather than file names
provides more freedom for migration of data, and eliminating the constraints of
underlying hardware.
• Scalability of Namespace - The namespace does not have any size limitations
and completely independent of the file and operating system.
• Performance Scalability - The ability to read and write directly to the objects
simultaneously with no limitations.
• Simplified Integration and Development - The enhanced feature that provides easier coupling of applications and storage.
• Storage Efficiency - Objects only uses the space that they need, without having
to pre-allocate storage for the storage container
Kinetic Drives implement key/value object storage for the advantages stated above. The
basic semantics used for simple object storage are get, put, and delete.
In order to write the object onto the drive, the put operation is performed with the
client requesting to write a created object using the Kinetic API by sending the object’s
keys and values through the network to the Kinetic drive, as shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Put Operation using Kinetic API.

When requesting to read a desired object, the client sends the object’s keys to the Kinetic
drive through the network. Once the Kinetic drive receives the keys, the keys and values
will be returned to the client through the network, as shown in Figure 2.8.
Similarly, the delete function is performed with the client sending the objects’ keys to
the Kinetic drive, in which the drive removes the keys and the corresponding values from
the Kinetic drive.

Key schemas
In key-value object storage systems including Kinetic Open Storage, a key is a unique
identifier for the object. Key-value object stores typically support a large key size such
that not all possible values of keys can be stored. For instance, first generation Kinetic
drives support keys of up to 4K bytes. This means that there are over 10ˆ9864 possible
values of keys. (In comparison, the Logical Block Address (LBA) of the largest block
storage disk drives is about 34 bits or 10ˆ10 possible addresses, and the number of
atoms in the observable universe is estimated to be about 10ˆ80.) The LBA space of
a block device is dense; all addresses from zero to the maximum LBA are used. The
key space in a object store is typically sparse, but may be dense in a small part of the
possible key range. The key is used to specify the key-value object being accessed. Put
operations must specify the key for the key-value object to be added to the object store.
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Figure 2.8: Get Operation using Kinetic API.

Get operations must specify the key of the key-value object for which the value is to be
retrieved from the object store. Delete operations must specify the key of the key-value
object to be removed from the object store. If the key already exists in the object store
during put operations, then the existing key-value object is replaced.
The key for a key-value object is totally at the discretion of the client or cluster manager.
Any key that is within the limits of the drive is allowed. The key is an opaque value to
a Kinetic device, with only key ordering as a quality that is understood by the device.
The set of key-value objects in a Kinetic device are ordered based on the value of the
key.
While keys are opaque to the drive, various considerations are likely to drive the formation of keys and the key schema.The major considerations include the following:
• Cluster Load Balancing
• Key Collisions and Key Space Segregation
• Key Ordering
• Semantic Meaning to Clients or Cluster Managers
Among the four considerations, only the third is explained further, since the rest are out
of scope for this master thesis. Interested readers are kindly prompted to the Kinetic
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website for further information. As it is presented in the fourth chapter, key ordering is
important for our case too, and it has been taken into consideration.

Key Ordering
Various use cases include access to a set of key-value objects. A key schema that provides
for the most common sets to be sequential in key space can optimize performance as
well as simplifying the implementations.
Throughput can be optimized for use cases where a set of keys will be accessed together
if the set of keys are in sequential order. The following can benefit from key schemas
that make keys in the set of key-value objects sequential.
• Large objects sharded into multiple smaller key-value objects stored on the same
device
• Objects that are appended by an application by adding key-value objects to the
same device
• Columns for a multi-dimensional database
If the key schema includes a sub-field that enumerates shards, addenda or columns and
this sub-field is in the lowest order part of the key then access to the multiple key-value
objects that make up the larger object may be optimized. For a database, a key schema
that has a column identifier in the less significant part of the key would optimize accesses
to a given column for all rows.
Searches can be optimized by minimizing the number of get key list calls needed for
use cases where a list of a set of keys are needed. The following can benefit from key
schemas that make keys in the set of key-value objects sequential.
• Object collections
• Versioned key-value objects
If the key schema includes a sub-field that enumerates the collection to which a key-value
object belongs and this sub-field is in the lower part of the key then get key list methods
can be issued to discover all of the keys belonging to the collection. Similarly, if the key
schema includes a sub-field that enumerates the version of an object and this sub-field
is in the lower part of the key then get key list methods can be issued to discover all of
the versions for an object, and in particular can directly discover the newest or oldest
version of an object. This can be further leveraged for snapshots.
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Multiple clients with shared key/value objects
Kinetic also offers an inner mechanism for dealing with concurrency issues. Its key/value
entries are accompanied by version identifiers. Moreover, every put operation can specify
the existing version id as well as the resulting version id. This provides an elegant
solution for shared data with safe updates. The mechanism is explained further with an
example that follows.
If an object is shared by multiple clients, then occasionally two clients will attempt to
update the same object at about the same time (see Table 2.1).
Client A
get(key1)
modify object
put(key1)

Client B
get(key1)
modify object
put(key1)

Table 2.1: Object modification by multiple users

In the case of Table 2.1, the data that Client B just wrote will be silently obliterated by
Client A.
To help protect against this kind of accidental data destruction, each object has a
’version’ identifier associated with it. The version id is returned to the host with the get
command, and is sent to the device with the put command.
When a put command is sent to the device, the client can include version id that it
previously read and specify that the put shall succeed only if the current version id
matches. Prior to accepting the new object data, the device checks the current version
id for the object, and if it does not match, the device rejects the new put command.
In the example of Table 2.2, the first put operation that Client A makes is rejected,
because the version of the already-stored key/value entry that he wants to override does
not match the one that he expects. This means that someone else has modified the key/value entry. This causes Kinetic to raise a VersionMismatchException exception. The
programmer is called to handle this exception. In the example above, the modification
for Client A is repeated on the recently modified by Client B object.
The modifications that the two clients need to do are different. The clients are doing
two separate transformations. But if the transformations are commutative then they do
not need to be strictly ordered.
Such operations scale, and the simple yet powerful Kinetic version mechanism directly
supports high performance shared data.
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Client B
get(key1)
modify version 1, resulting in a desired version
2

Device
returns version 1
return version 1 for
client A

put(key1, old version =
1, new version = 2)

put is accepted

modify version 1, resulting in a desired version
2

put(key1, old version =
1, new version = 2)
get(key1)

put is rejected
return version 2 for
client A

modify version 2, resulting in version 3
put(key1, old version =
2, new version = 3)

put is accepted
get(key1)

return version 3

Table 2.2: Versioned object modification by multiple users

2.2.4

Software resources

API Overview
The Kinetic Library includes two categories: Admin and Client. Here, only client library
is presented, since it is more meaningful for the purpose of this master thesis.
The Client API provides the Kinetic client application interface to communicate directly
with the Kinetic service, in two types of operations.

• Synchronous – Operations guaranteed to be successfully performed on server if
call returns with no Exceptions
• Asynchronous – Operation guaranteed to be successfully performed on server if
CallbackHandler (passes instance of the implementation) receives successful CallbackResults (obtains operation requests)

Client API provides more than the basic key/value object-based storage methods, with
the key methods shown below:

• put – Put the specified entry to the persistent store
• get – Get the entry associated with the specified key
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• delete – Delete the entry that is associated with the key specified in the entry.
• getNext – Gets the entry associated with a key that is after the specified key in
the sequence
• getPrevious – Gets the entry associated with a key that is before the specified
key in the sequence
• getKeyRange – Get a list of keys in the sequence based on the specified key
range
• getMetadata – Get entry metadata for the specified key.

2.2.5

Hardware resources

The first generation Kinetic drive is a 4TB, 5900 rpm, 3.5” hard disk drive (HDD). Compared to its conventional sister drive, the Kinetic drive implements the Kinetic API that
enables key-value object storage. The Kinetic drive replaces the Serial Advance Technology Attachment (SATA) or Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) interface connections with
two 1–Gbps SGMII Ethernet ports, which enables direct network attached connectivity.
The Ethernet interface allows communication between drives and direct communication
to the datacenter, eliminating the need for Storage Servers for datacenter storage racks.
Throughout the conduction of this master thesis, the implementation code was tested
using a Kinetic prototype device which Seagate had kindly offered to Storage Systems
Research Group at BSC. This device is the 4-Bay Development Chassis, which is presented in the Figure 2.9.
The purpose of the 4–bay development chassis is to provide a low cost, easy–to–use
desktop device to use as a test and software application development device. The chassis
consists of four drive bays, each with two (2) SGMII Ethernet ports, and a “backplane”
PCB into which the SGMII drives plug. The backplane provides all SGMII signal
routing through an Ethernet switch or switches covering all eight (8) SGMII drive ports.
The backplane also provides routing for all electrical power required by the drives and
supplied by the included power supply. The system is managed by manual on/off power
control switches for each disc drive in the enclosure and externally managed through
Ethernet and I2 C.
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Figure 2.9: The 4-Bay Development Chassis.

Simulator
Last but not least, Kinetic offers a simulator API that can be used instead of the 4-bay
development chassis. The Simulator API provides a simulator boot-strap class used for
applications to start new instances of the Simulator to act as a drive.

Chapter 3

Persistence Layer: Serialization
mechanism
As it was mentioned in the previous chapters, one of the core advantages of dataClay
is the SCOs’ abstraction from the layer they rely on. Either on memory or not, the
programmer deals with SCOs in the same way, like being loaded on memory. In that
way, programmers do not need to cope with storing, reading, updating, deleting data.
They just focus on the logic of their application.
On the other hand, data are not loaded on memory for ever, obviously. Data (that
is, SCOs) are stored in non-volatile environments. dataClay supports internally all the
needed mechanisms that enable this functionality. More specifically, dataClay has its
own serialization mechanism and also has handlers that support data management on
several platforms, like PostgreSQL Relational DataBase Management System, Apache
Cassandra and others. The objective of this master thesis is the development of another
handler, which connects dataClay with Seagate Kinetic Open Storage platform. However, profound understanding of the serialization mechanism is needed before moving
into the implementation of the new handler.
Across this and the following chapter, dataClay’s persistence layer is examined from two
perspectives. This chapter examines how things are organized before reaching the data
infrastructure. In other words, how dataClay’s custom serialization mechanism works.
On the other side, the following chapter examines how Kinetic handler deals with the
output that the previous layer (that is, the serialization mechanism) produces.
The first section of this chapter describes one essential procedure for dataClay, the
bytecode analysis, which is quite important for persistence layer and beyond. The second
section presents the motivation for implementing a custom serialization mechanism for
29
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dataClay and how it is achieved. Next, how dataClay represents user classes and their
fields in the Data Service is presented. What follows is the handling of null references.
Then, treatment of already stored or already serialized objects follows. After all these
introductory parts, the content of a serialization message is presented. Before reaching
to the end of the chapter, special cases of the serialization mechanism are presented.
These cases include array, collections and maps.

3.1

Bytecode analysis

In the previous chapter, it was slightly mentioned that dataClay supports its own serialization mechanism. Nevertheless, it has not been revealed yet who or what mechanism
implements the serialization and deserialization methods and at which moment this process is accomplished. The answer is that dataClay itself is in charge of this process and
this is achieved during the bytecode analysis, which is detailed below.
During class registration, the dataClay client library tool analyses the bytecode of the
classes registered in the system. The fact is that this process is multipurpose. It is
important to a) prepare the persistence layer where SCOs are actually stored, b) generate
the bytecode required for the serialization mechanism, c) check dependencies among
classes, and d) identify the methods that modify the state of the SCO.
In order to prepare the persistence layer to store the SCOs, the handlers of data storages
need the information about the morphology of the class to prepare the required structures in the underlying storage. For that purpose, the bytecode of the class is analyzed
to extract its fields and types.
As we know, stubs are the result of a user class which is “filtered” with a model contract.
The analysis of the class structure is also useful for the serialization mechanism, thus
allowing generating the bytecode of the makePersistent method that is in charge of serializing the stub instance to generate the persistent SCO. In the same way, the bytecode
analysis is useful for the generation of the class methods that require argument passing
and/or return some value, since knowing the types of the arguments is necessary to
generate the corresponding bytecode in order to efficiently serialize the parameters in
the corresponding execution requests.
Regarding the class dependency analysis, it is useful firstly to enable the client library
to transparently register the required classes needed for the main one; and secondly, to
notice the requirements of a class when it is offered to a 3rd party via a contract.
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Last but not least, analyzing the methods enables dataClay to know the arguments
and return types, which is necessary for the serialization mechanism; and to keep track
of those methods that modify the state of the SCO, (i.e. those setting new values to
any of its fields), which is useful to know when to propagate updates and making them
persistent transparently from the point of view of the application.

3.2

Motivation for implementing custom serialization mechanism

It has been mentioned several times that dataClay has its custom serialization mechanism. There are several reasons that led to this decision:
• Java default serialization requires having the same class at both client and server
sides. Which is not true in our case, because of the model contracts that we apply.
• Java standard serialization is also slow, because of reflection. Even if we implement
the Externalizable interface, which avoids reflection, the performance is quite poor,
too.
• There are some representations, like cycle references or the references to other
persistent objects (and they do not need serialization) that are difficult to be
represented in Java RMI.
• Also, having our own serialization mechanism allows us to avoid deserialization
and serialization in intermediate layers like Logic Module.
• Java serialization also sends class information together with the instance (types
and so on), which causes redundancy of information.
Since we want to avoid both reflection and the externalizable interface, dataClay implements its own serialization method in a different way. Given that dataClay generates the
bytecode of stub classes, the serialization code can be hardcoded in the makePersistent
method and for the parameters and return values of methods, thus avoiding reflection
every time an object is serialized. Soon, the structure of a serialized object is presented.

3.3

Representation of classes in the Data Service

Throughout this section, the representation of a user class in the Data Service is represented.
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As it has been said earlier, when a user registers a class, the Data Service (DS) is in
charge of preparing the data infrastructure for future storing of objects that instantiate
that class. For this purpose, a special class, named DBClass, exists. The objective of
this class is to represent the user classes. It contains an array which has the same length
as the number of the user class fields. Every element of this array represents one of the
user class, in the same order as in the class.
In this paragraph, the workflow which starts with the registration of a class in dataClay
until the preparation of the data infrastructure is presented. As it has been said, when a
user registers a class, the bytecode analysis of the class follows and then its registration
is accomplished. During this process, the Logic Module requests from another smaller
component, the Class Manager, to instantiate a DBClass object for the user class representation. The Class Manager is capable of creating the appropriate instance of DBClass
for the user class, since it stores all the information of the class resulting from the bytecode analysis that was held earlier. When the DBClass object is prepared, it is passed
from the Logic Module to the Data Service. Then, the Data Service has to prepare the
persistence layer (that is, the data infrastructure) for future storing of instances of that
user class. The preparation of the data infrastructure depends exclusively on the data
infrastructure nature. For example, relational databases require different handling than
NoSQL databases. Thus, Kinetic infrastructure also needs its special treatment. For
this reason, Kinetic handling will be explained in the next chapter.
Last but not least, it is worth to mention that DBClass objects are also necessary
for the handlers that are in charge of storing/updating/reading/deleting data objects.
Handlers deal only with serialized messages (that is, bytes). So, these bytes do not
bear any semantics of the data and no information for the morphology of the class they
represent. However, having this information is definitely needed. For example, we need
to know the amount of bytes we have to read for a field: An integer has 4 bytes, while
a double 8 bytes. Thanks to DBClass, bytes from serialized objects can get meaning.

3.4

Representation of class fields in the Data Service

In a similar way to user classes, fields of user classes are represented in the Data Service
by instances of a special dataClay class, called DBField. Without diving too deeply into
the technical details, DBField models the user class fields, namely their name and their
type. The type of a field can be either any primitive type or reference to other object.
This is achieved thanks to a boolean called isNullable. If it is true, the user field is a
reference. Otherwise, it is a user field of primitive type. This boolean is set during the
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registration of a class. Afterwards, isNullable is used by the handlers, since dealing with
references is very different than dealing with primitives.

3.5

Meaning of Not-Nulls-Bitmap

As it is obvious, objects can reference to other objects through their reference fields.
However, these reference fields may not point to other objects. In such a case, their value
is null and there is no need to serialize anything for null references. The serialization
mechanism takes this fact into consideration and appends to every serialized object (that
contains references) a variable number of bytes that bear this information.
More precisely, a bitmap is appended in every serialized object (which has references)
and it serves the purpose of knowing which references are null or not. This bitmap is
called notNullBitmap. It has the same number of bits as the number of reference fields
of the serialized object, one per reference. The order of the bits is the same as the order
of the references that they have been defined in the class. If a bit is set (that is, true),
it means that the corresponding reference is not null and bytes for the referenced object
exist in the serialized object. On the opposite, if one bit is not set (that is, false), it
means that the serialized object has no bytes dedicated for the null reference.
Last but not least, it is worth to mention that it depends on the data infrastructure how
null references are mapped on the persistence layer. For example, relational databases
can map a null reference into a null value in the corresponding table, row, and column.
In the case of graph databases though, if we suppose that objects are mapped to nodes,
null references can be mapped by not putting an edge in the graph. So, null treatment
depends on the data infrastructure. The Kinetic case is explained in the next chapter.

3.6

Handling of already stored objects

When an object is serialized, this object may contain references to other already stored
objects (in other words, persistent). In this case, it does not make sense neither storing
again (that is, overwritting) the already stored objects, nor serializing them. Instead of
re-serializing the persistent objects, dataClay writes their object ID into the serialization
message of the unstored object. Afterwards, it continues with the serialization of the
remaining fields.
However, what is the criterion that makes an object persistent? In other words, how
does dataClay recognize persistent objects? The rule is: If an object has a dataClay
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object ID, it is persistent. Otherwise it is not. An object gets tied with its object ID for
its whole life cycle, only when it is stored. Thus, checking the persistency of an object
is actually checking its object ID.
It is very important to make clear that this object ID is not a Java identifier. It is an
internal dataClay unique identifier. One reason is that Java identifiers (like the hashcode
of an object) identify objects only as long as they reside into the Java heap. On the
contrary, dataClay needs to identify its objects regardless they reside in the persistent
layer or in memory. Secondly, dataClay objects can be shared between different clients
and servers. Thus, we need unique identifiers for the whole system. That’s why dataClay
uses its own IDs, which are actually a field of every object. More precisely, it is a field
of DataClayObject. Since every stub class extends DataClayObject, every object has
this field.
In the end, how is this bonding between an object ID and the freshly-persistent object
achieved? When makePersistent operation finishes for an object, its dataClay object
ID is returned. Data Service receives this object ID and sets it to the corresponding
object, which still resides in the memory. Thereafter, any attempt for reserialization of
the object will be prevented, since it has already a dataClay object ID.

3.7

Handling of already serialized objects

During the serialization of an object, if dataClay finds a reference to an object that has
been already serialized, this object will not be serialized again. There are two reasons
for doing this: 1) Redundancy of both processing and information is avoided, and 2)
Any possible cycle-reference is avoided: Imagine dataClay heading up in processing a
cycle-reference: This would lead to an infinite serialization.
In order to avoid such cases, dataClay tags every object with an integer. If an object
has been already serialized before, dataClay just appends the tag that corresponds to
that object. Then it continues with the serialization of the next field.
How does dataClay recognize the already serialized objects? It uses a map, whose keys
are the object hashcode and values are the tags of the already serialized objects. If
a key-value can be found for an object in the map, it means that it has been already
serialized. In such a case, only its tag is appended. On the other side, when an object is
encountered for the first time, it is tagged with the next available tag and its key-value
pair is added to the map.
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Serialization message

Several smaller parts of the serialization mechanism have been introduced so far. Their
synthesization composes the serialization mechanism. There are some key facts that
make the understanding of the serialization mechanism of dataClay easier:

• It is a recursive procedure: While processing with the serialization of an object,
if some of its fields refer to other non persistent objects, then they are serialized,
and later the serialization remainder of the initial object resumes.
• When the serialization of an object is finished, its superclass is serialized too.
Since every class extends DataClayObject, every class serializes at least another
superclass. Moreover, serialization of DataClayObject comprises also the halt
criterion of the serialization.

The pseudocode of Algorithm 1 describes the algorithm of the serialization mechanism:

3.8.1

Further explanation of the algorithm

In order to facilitate the understanding of the algorithm, some steps are explained further.

• The step 2 was described in the section “Handling of the already serialized objects”.
As it is obvious, step 3 is always false when SerializeObject() is called for first time.
In other words, when an object is encountered for first time, its tag is also used
for first time.
• The steps 7–9 were described in the section “Handling of the already stored objects”.
• The objective of notNullBitmap was described above in the corresponding section.
However, it is worth to mention how step 12 really works. As it is obvious, it
is quite hard to know whether the fields of the objects are null or not, before
processing them. In other words, the job of step 12 seems impossible before step
13. What is actually done is a bit more complex: At step 12, only the space for
the notNullsBitmap is allocated. Instead, the notNullsBitmap is formed during
the step 13–21, when every field is processed. Then, between step 21 and step 22,
the final notNullBitmap is written in the space that was allocated at step 12.
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Algorithm 1 The algorithm of the serialization mechanism
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

procedure SerializeObject()
append tag
if tag already used then
return
end if
append classID of the object
append isP ersistent boolean
if isP ersistent = true then
append objectID of the object
return
end if
append notN ullBitmap
for all f ield do
if primitivef ield then
append its value
else
if f ield not null then
f ield.SerializeObject()
end if
end if
end for
if superclass = DataClayObject then
SerializeDataClayObject()
return
else
goto step 6
end if
end procedure

• The step 23 has not been detailed thoroughly enough, on purpose. During that
step, the serialization mechanism appends some metadata of fixed size (in bytes)
for the DataClayObject. Since it is a trivial procedure, we can neglect its technical
details. The only worthy thing to mention is that after this step the termination
step of SerializeObject() comes.
• As it has been mentioned before, the serialization mechanism is a recursive procedure. So, it is quite possible having information for more than one objects after
SerializeObject() finishes. Actually, this can happen at two different steps: Either
the object itself has references to other objects (step 18), or some of its superclass
fields are references to other objects (step 26). This fact is very important and the
reader should keep it in mind for the next chapter.
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Wrappers

Even though the algorithm above covers several use cases, it does not cover other common ones. For example, it can handle any user object with either primitive or reference
fields, but it misses functionality for other common cases like arrays, collections and
maps. The reason is that these richer structures are not defined by some user. Instead,
there are part of the Java language. Thus, there is neither registration of arrays/collections/maps, nor stub classes for them. Instead, their Java regular classes are used. Since
no stubs are produced for these classes, there is no serialization method (by dataClay)
for these structures either. So, if we want to store an object which contains an array (for
example), this array will be wrapped into a special class during the serialization of the
outer object. Then the wrapped array will be serialized, and this will finally be stored
in the data infrastructure.
As it has been said, during the registration of a class, its bytecode is analyzed and the
serialization and deserialization methods are implemented. If a reference to any of these
types is found, then these fields are wrapped and the serialization method of the wrapper
is used instead, which is already implemented. It is further detailed below.

3.9.1

Array wrappers

When a reference to an array is found during the serialization of an object, then this
reference is wrapped into the appropriate wrapper. Particularly, there are 8 wrappers
for the 8 primitive types and one wrapper for arrays of any object. The latter case covers
even multidimensional arrays or arrays of Java default wrappers (like Integer etc.). In
the case of an array of primitive type (Algorithm 2), its serialization is quite simple.
There are a few things worth to mention:

• At step 6 the class ID of the corresponding wrapper is serialized. For example, if
an array of shorts is serialized, the class ID of the wrapper for arrays of shorts is
going to be appended. This information is very useful for handlers.
• At step 11 the length of the array is appended, because it is very useful for the
deserialization. If this integer is not included, then deserialization cannot know
how many bytes to read for the array.
• At step 13, only the DataClayObject is serialized, since it is the only class that
the wrappers extend.
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Algorithm 2 The algorithm for the serialization of arrays with primitive types
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

procedure SerializePrimitiveArray()
append tag
if tag already used then
return
end if
append classID of the object
append isP ersistent boolean
if isP ersistent = true then
append objectID of the object
end if
append array length
append serialized array
SerializeDataClayObject()
return
end procedure

• As someone might have noticed, there is no notNullBitmap. The reason is that
an array will not be wrapped and serialized if the reference to the array is null.
Instead, the object that contains the reference to the array will mark as false the
corresponding bit in its notNullBitmap. On the handler’s side, since the bit will
be false, the deserialization will continue to the next field.

In the case of an array with references to other objects, the serialization is bit more
complex (Algorithm 3).
Regarding Algorithm 3, some comments follow:

• At step 11, the class ID of the elements is appended. This information is needed
for the array instantiation during the deserialization. At that moment, the array
must have some type.
• At step 14, if the length of the array is 0, there is no need to append any extra
information except for the superclass. Furthermore, this metadata is very important because it denotes, more or less, the amount of bytes someone can expect in
the remainder of the serialized array.
• At step 15, the size of the notNullBitmap is appended. This is done because there
is no other way to compute this size during the serialization. If it were not supplied,
deserialization cannot be aware of how many bytes to read for notNullsBitmap.
Instead, in the case of SerializeObject() such an information is not stored since
the size of the bitmap can be calculated thanks to the DBClass instance.
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Algorithm 3 The algorithm for the serialization of references
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

procedure SerializeObjectsArray()
append tag
if tag already used then
return
end if
append classID of the object
append isP ersistent boolean
if isP ersistent = true then
append objectID of the object
end if
append classID of components
append array dimension
append array length
if length > 0 then
append size of notNullBitmap
append notNullBitmap
for all array elements do
if element not null then
element.SerializeObject()
end if
end for
end if
SerializeDataClayObject()
return
end procedure

• At step 19, the serialization method of the referenced object is executed, which is
known due to the bytecode analysis.

3.9.2

Collection wrapper

After looking the array wrappers and their details, collection wrapper does not surprise.
Its serialization pseudocode can be found in Algorithm 4.
The only thing we should mention here is that at step 11, the name of the collection
is written in a string (for example, “ArrayList”). Having this information is needed for
the instantiation of the collection during the deserialization of the object.

3.9.3

Map wrapper

Map wrapper does, more or less, twice the process of a collection wrapper. Its serialization pseudocode can be found at Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 4 The algorithm for the serialization of collections
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

procedure SerializeCollection()
append tag
if tag already used then
return
end if
append classID of the object
append isP ersistent boolean
if isP ersistent = true then
append objectID of the object
end if
append name of the collection
append size of collection
if size > 0 then
append size of notNullBitmap
append notNullBitmap
for all collection members do
if member not null then
member.SerializeObject()
end if
end for
end if
SerializeDataClayObject()
return
end procedure

As someone can notice from the Algorithm 5, steps 12 through 21 are for the keys of
the map and steps 23 through 31 are for the values.
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:

procedure SerializeMap()
append tag
if tag already used then
return
end if
append classID of the object
append isP ersistent boolean
if isP ersistent = true then
append objectID of the object
end if
append name of the map
append size of map
if size > 0 then
append size of notNullBitmap of keys
append notNullBitmap of keys
for all keys do
if key not null then
key.SerializeObject()
end if
end for
end if
append size of map
if size > 0 then
append size of notNullBitmap of values
append notNullBitmap of values
for all value do
if value not null then
value.SerializeObject()
end if
end for
end if
SerializeDataClayObject()
return
end procedure
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Chapter 4

Persistence Layer: Kinetic
handler
Up to this point, very few things have been revealed for the implementation part of this
master thesis. The objective of the previous chapters was to provide the reader with
the required background to reach this chapter (and understanding all these concepts
was also part of my master thesis, given their novelty and lack of documentation). The
vast majority of this chapter describes the design choices made for accomplishing the
integration of the Kinetic technology into dataClay. The most important criterion for
making these choices was always the high performance. Another objective of this chapter
is to expose the differences between semantically rich data infrastructures, like relational
databases, and byte enabled ones. For this reason, Kinetic handler is compared with
Postgres handler several times throughout this chapter.

4.1

Establishment of connection with Kinetic 4-bay development chassis

Throughout the implementation part of this master thesis, Kinetic 4-bay development
chassis was used extensively. In this section establishment of connection to the 4-bay
development chassis is described. The 4-bay developer kit architecture is simple and
only needs a single switch to tie the Ethernet ports together. The Figure 4.1 exemplifies
the architecture and gives one way of connecting a system together.
In this case, a cable is connected to the local area network (LAN) assuming that the LAN
has an existing IPv4 DHCP server. The other port can be connected to a computer.
Since the switch bridges all the 10 ports together (the 8 drive ports [4 drive x 2 ports
42
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Figure 4.1: Establishment of connection with the Kinetic 4-bay development chassis.

each] and the 2 external ports) the computer is able to get the IP address from the LAN
as it would normally do. The drives will then do DHCP for all 8 ethernet ports and
begin to multicast their configuration using UDP to 239.1.2.3 port 8123.
For the purpose of this master thesis, setting up a DHCP server in the personal computer
is more plausible than using the LAN. Next are presented the steps followed for the
configuration of the DHCP server under the Linux operating system:
1. Installation of the DHCP network service:
sudo apt-get install isc-dhcp-server
2. Then, the configuration file /etc/default/isc-dhcp-server was edited in order to
specify the interface that the DHCP should listen to. The interface eth0 was
added.
3. Editing of the file /etc/dhcp/dhcpd.conf is needed, too. By doing so, the address
range that the DHCP will multicast is specified. In our case, the range 10.5.5.10
to 10.5.5.20 was selected. The following lines were added in the configuration file:
subnet 10.5.5.0 netmask 255.255.255.224 {
range 10.5.5.10 10.5.5.20;
option routers 10.5.5.1;
}
4. Last, assigning a static IP to the interface that we use for dhcp (eth0 in our case)
is needed. This was done by using the graphical network manager that Ubuntu
comes with. An instance of this step is captured in the Figure 4.2
Moreover, through the Routes... option (as in Figure 4.2), this connection was set
to look only for resources on its network. By doing so, navigating to the Internet
through this connection is prevented.
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Figure 4.2: Assigning a static IP.

The 4 steps above do not need to be done more than once. However, the DHCP network
service has to be started every time we want to connect to the 4-bay development chassis.
This is achieved with the following command: sudo service isc-dhcp-server start
Seagate has developed several script tools in Python programming language. One of
them, called discover.py, recognizes which Kinetic drives are connected and which IP
address is assigned to them. One of these IP addresses can be used for the configuration
of the client which is responsible for connecting the application (in our case, the dataClay
platform) with the Kinetic drive.

4.2

Kinetic key-value objects overview

This section briefs the technical details of the key-value objects that can be stored in a
Kinetic drive. According to the Kinetic API, such an object is called Entry. In other
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words, there is a Java class called Entry which represents the key-value objects.
Every entry is identified by its unique key, which, in Java terms, is a byte array field in
the class Entry, called key. Its maximum size is 4 KB. Similarly, every entry has another
byte array field for storing the value of the key-value object, called value. Its maximum
size is 1MB.
So, a key-value object in Kinetic drive is a couple of byte arrays. It is programmer’s
exclusive task to decide what to store in both key and value fields. To be more precise,
we have seen in the second chapter several aspects that the programmer should consider
in order to take advantage of the key ordering. Correspondingly, the value can be formed
in a way so that it fulfills the needs of the application. Both key and value usage in
dataClay case are detailed in the following sections, step by step.

4.3

Representation of classes on the Kinetic persistence
layer

In the previous chapter, it was mentioned that every user class is modelled by a dataClay
class, called DBClass. In addition, it was said that instances of that class are passed to
the Data Service in order to prepare the data infrastructure for future storing. Every
handler decides how classes will be represented on the persistence layer because this
depends solely on the nature of the data infrastructure. Here, we examine the Kinetic
case and it is also compared with relational database backends.
When someone deals with OOP programming languages and relational databases, it is
quite common every class to be mapped into a database table and every object to be
mapped into a row in the corresponding table. dataClay does the same for its Postgres
handler. In order to achieve this, it traverses through the representation class (that
is, DBClass), creates the proper “CREATE TABLE” SQL command and then this
command is executed by the RDBMS. Future instances of that user class will be rows
of the newly created table.
On the contrary, Kinetic architecture has adopted the much simpler key-value objects
abstraction. It can only write a pair of byte arrays, one for the key and one for the value.
Nothing more. So, looking for a structured representation of data like database tables
or file systems does not make much sense in Kinetic. It would only add an overhead to
the performance. The most straightforward and probably efficient solution is to store
every serialized object as a key-value object, where value is the bytes of the serialized
object (the key schema is detailed in the following section). Hence, Kinetic handler does
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not need to do anything for preparing the data infrastructure for storing instances of a
class in the future. Actually, every object is independent of its class inside the Kinetic
drive.
On the other hand, tables in relational databases offer a very nice notion of grouping
similar things: Every row in a table represents an object of the same class. For example,
querying all the instances of a class is just a “SELECT * FROM” command. Kinetic
handler takes this fact into consideration and makes its best. Since every entry is ordered
by its key, grouping objects of the same class is an easy task for Kinetic too. If someone
uses the same prefix for the key of same class objects, then each of them reside next to
the other, because of the entries ordering. In our case, using the class ID as prefix of
the key schema seems to fit perfectly. Soon, the exact key schema for storing objects
will be explained.
Last but not least, in the previous chapter it was said that DBClass plays a double
role: in addition for preparing the data infrastructure, it is also useful for providing
meaning to the serialized objects. For this reason, it is important to have always this
information handy. Indeed, in Postgres handler, once a class is installed (that is, creating
the corresponding table in the database), its schema is also saved in a special table which
contains the representation of every installed class. Kinetic handler saves the schema
information as well. It creates a new key-value entry whose key is the class ID and its
value is the serialized instance of the DBClass. Once the representation of a class is
needed, its serialized schema is retrieved from the Kinetic drive, calling get(key) where
key is the class ID, and, then, the value is deserialized, which leads to an instance of
DBClass. Moreover, dataClay has a software defined cache which contains instances
of DBClass. This prevents the continuous accessing of data infrastructure, when the
representation of a user class is needed. Only if a DBClass object is missing from cache,
access to the persistence layer follows.

4.4

Storing objects on the Kinetic persistence layer

Probably the reader has already gained some insight into how objects are organized in
the Kinetic device. However, there are still several details that need to be demystified.
Here, most of the design choices made for the Kinetic handler are presented, as well as
the motivation that led to them.
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Overview

As it has been stated above, Kinetic handler stores every object of a dataClay user as a
key-value entry on the Kinetic drive. This is a rule that must never be violated in both
directions: Every object should be stored as a whole entity and never be segmented.
On the other side, a key-value entry on Kinetic drive cannot contain information (that
is, bytes) for more than one object. Probably, this is the most important rule in the
Kinetic handler and every aspect around this design choice will be explained further.
From now and on, this rule will called “Single-object rule”.

4.4.2

Pitfalls for breaking the single-object rule

Let’s run through an example for understanding that if we do not pay attention, the
single-object rule can be violated. Let’s suppose that the makePersistent method has
been called for an object. Let’s call it objectA. Moreover, let’s assume that objectA
contains a reference to another non persistent object, objectB. This implies that both
objects must be stored on the persistence layer (in our case, the Kinetic drive). According
to the serialization mechanism (which was described in the previous chapter), objectB
will be serialized “inside” objectA, since objectB is not persistent either.
If we store objectA at once, without setting apart objectB, it would cause violation of
the single-object rule. Specifically, the resulting key-value entry on the Kinetic drive
would contain information (bytes) for more than one dataClay object. Thus, storing
dataClay objects in the Kinetic drive cannot be achieved with just a put operation.

4.4.3

Motivation for having single objects on the Kinetic drive

Before moving on the description of how the single-object rule is fulfilled, it is crucial
to present the motivation for having such a rule. In our case, we will see that the
“housekeeper” rule is really important: A little extra effort put into routine maintenance
can pay off handsomely in the long run, by forestalling major calamities.
The first reason for setting apart the objects is set by the Kinetic device itself. As it has
been mentioned, every key-value entry has limitations on the size of both key and value.
Specifically, the key can be up to 4 KB and the value up to 1 MB. Imagine an object
which contains a big collection to other (big) objects. Trying to store the initial object
as a whole entity is quite possible to exceed the device’s capacity. Which, in turn, would
cause an Exception.
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In addition, keeping things organized makes sense for the performance of the Kinetic
handler as well. Let’s suppose we have already stored an object (call it objectA), which
contains also another object (call it objectB). Moreover, let’s assume that somehow we
are aware of this Has-A relationship between objectA and objectB (which, by the way, is
quite hard with direct put operations). If objectB is modified, dataClay itself will issue
an update operation to the persistence layer for objectB. But since objectB is inside
objectA (and the handler knows it), the handler is compelled with the extra work of
finding which bytes are dedicated for objectB and not objectA, and finally doing the
desired update operation.
From the previous paragraph and its example, it was slightly implied that we cannot
easily know what we store when doing direct put operations. In other words, we are
able to know that we store the outer object, but not the ones included within the outer.
Having this information is crucial, as we have seen in the previous chapter: Once an
object got persistent, it is tied with its (dataClay) object ID, which is the criterion for
an object to be persistent. If this step is not done, it is quite possible of having multiple
copies of the same object in data infrastructure. Let’s see the possible inconsistency
issues through an example: objectA (which contains objectB) is stored with a direct
put operation. Thus, we don’t know which objects got persistent other than objectA.
Similarly, another object (call it objectC) which also contains objectB is stored with
direct put operation. Since we do not know that objectB is already persistent (inside
objectA entry), it will be stored again (within objectC bytes). Afterwards, if we update
objectB in any of the two replicas, it will cause inconsistency to the other.
In conclusion, the importance of separating objects and storing them individually makes
much sense. Otherwise, problems (inconsistency, performance, excess of data limits) will
evoke in a domino fashion. Hence, the extra effort for tidying up the objects when they
are stored for first time is more than worth.

4.4.4

Content of the value in a key-value entry

Across this section, the pattern for the value of a key-value entry is presented. It is quite
useful to think of Kinetic drive as the Java heap. In the heap, every object contains
data for its fields. Specifically, it contains information for every field of primitive type,
as well as references to other objects. Similarly, key-value entries in the Kinetic drive
behave like objects in the heap: If an object has fields of primitive type, these fields are
serialized and stored within the key-value entry of the object they belong to. Moreover,
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key-value entries point to other key-value entries in the Kinetic drive and they do not
contain other key-value entries, as objects do not contain other objects in the heap1 .
However, serialized objects probably contain information for more than one object. This
implies that we need to process this information, extract the nested objects and store
them separately. This requires a very meticulous work since we have to process information in byte level mostly, and in bit level in special cases.
Thankfully, both serialization mechanism and Kinetic drive are of the same nature. They
both understand bytes. Nothing else. Thus, what we need to store in Kinetic drive is
driven more or less by the previous layer, the serialization mechanism. It does not make
much sense to attempt for a completely different representation of the objects in Kinetic
drive. It would only add overhead on performance, in both directions: While putting
an object, we would have to translate the serialized object to its Kinetic compatible
representation and while getting it back to do the reverse. Instead, it is quite plausible
to keep the result of the serialization and modify it only when it is needed.
In addition, the serialization mechanism gives us the solution for referencing to other
objects: During the serialization of an object, if any reference to already persistent
object is found, the (dataClay) object ID of the persistent object is appended to the
serialization message and serialization continues to the next field. Kinetic handler mimics
this pattern: When a serialized object contains bytes for another serialized object, the
“inner” object is stored into a separate key-value entry and the “outer” object just stores
the (dataClay) object ID of the “inner” one. Furthermore, Kinetic handler returns the
object IDs of all the newly stored objects. Data Service receives this result and refreshes
its knowledge about persistent objects. Without processing the initial byte buffer, it
would be impossible to know which objects become persistent.
The truth is that, currently, the key-value entries contain some extra information which
is useful/necessary only for the Kinetic handler. If the key-value entries were formed as in
the previous paragraph, their content would be fully understandable by the Data Service:
Any object could be retrieved and be passed for deserialization to the Data Service,
without any need for processing by the Kinetic handler. However, things cannot be so
dreamy in the general case; class enrichments impose storing some extra information.
This case is detailed in the corresponding section. Nevertheless, there are some special
cases (arrays, maps, collections) where key-value entries can be passed directly from
Kinetic drive to Data Service.
1

Even though inner objects exists as term in Java, they are strongly dependent on outer ones. In our
case, we are talking about independent objects.
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Processing of serialized objects

In the previous section, the content of value in key-value entries was covered intuitively.
From now and on, we are focusing on the processing part of Kinetic handler. Kinetic
handler’s main task is to distinguish objects that exist into the serialization message
of other objects and to separate them. Nevertheless, it only receives a byte array from
the previous layer, the serialization mechanism. A single array of bytes does not bear
any semantics and its processing would be impossible, especially in our case, where
the morphology of an object always varies. As it was stated several times before, the
structure of a user class is modeled in an instance of DBClass. Using the information
from this instance, the bytes from a serialized object get meaning and their process is
possible.
In Kinetic handler, two types of byte buffers are used: 1) One byte buffer, the input
buffer, which contains the outcome of the serialization. There is always only one input
buffer, and it probably contains multiple serialized objects. 2) There are also the output
byte buffers, one per serialized object. The result in every output byte buffer is going to
be the value for the key-value entry that corresponds to the object. From now and on,
we will name storeObject the process of storing an object, like a method name. The first
step of storeObject is to read some metadata from input buffer. The most important
among this metadata is the notNullBitmap, which was explained in the previous chapter.
This bitmap is of variable size and its size in bytes is calculated due to the DBClass,
which knows how many nullable references exist in a user class. After this step, bytes
for fields of the object follow.
While processing the bytes for the fields, there are two cases storeObject may encounter.
The first and the easier one is to deal with a field of primitive type. In this case, since we
know the type of the field (due to DBClass instance), we copy from the input buffer to
the output buffer the exact amount of bytes that are dedicated for this field. Thankfully,
primitive field have always value: Even if they have not been instantiated, they have
their default value. It is worth to mention the difference between Kinetic and relational
databases case. In Kinetic, we just copy bytes from one buffer to another and continue
to the next field. On the opposite, Postgres handler requires the appropriate formation
of a SQL statement, which implies extensive string manipulation using apostrophes,
parentheses, etc. At the end, this results into a quite big and hard-to-understand piece
of code whose purpose is mostly the formation of the SQL statement, rather than the
data handling from the buffer.
The second case is when we have to deal with a reference. This case is not as trivial
as before and has several sub-cases. When we encounter a reference, it is always quite
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possible for the reference to be null. However, this information does not depend on
the morphology of the user class. So, it cannot be found in DBClass. Instead, it is
highly dependent on the instance of the class. notNullBitmap, which comes with every
serialized object (except the ones which have only primitive fields), plays this role: One
bit per reference informs us whether a reference is null or not. Thus, the first step while
encountering a reference is to check the appropriate bit in the notNullBitmap. If the
reference is null (according to the bitmap), no bytes exist for the reference in the input
buffer and the buffer handling continues to the next field.
On the opposite side, there are several cases when the reference is not null:
• Case 1 — Reference to an already persistent object: If the reference points
to a persistent object, the serialization mechanism has appended only the (dataClay) object ID of the persistent object (along with some other metadata like the
tag).
• Case 2 - New serialized object: This happens when the input buffer contains
bytes for more than one object. In this case, the sub-object has to be extracted
from the input buffer, to be copied into another output buffer and the remainder
of the input buffer to be processed for the initial object. For this purpose, Kinetic
handler calls recursively storeObject, since the serialization mechanism acts in a
recursive way too.
• Case 3 - Reference to an already encountered object: If the reference points
to an object that has been encountered before, then only the serialization tag is
appended for this object, instead of re-serializing the object.
It is very important to mention the difference between case 1 and case 3. In case 3,
an object is considered “encountered” if the handler has already processed this object
in the same call of the makePersistent method. In other words, an “encountered”
object has not been persistent before the current call of makePersistent method. On the
other hand, an object is considered persistent (case 1) if it has been stored in previous
makePersistent call.
But, how are these three cases distinguished? Kinetic handler uses a map, called alreadyEncounteredObjects, that has as key the tag of the already processed objects and
as value their object IDs. If a tag exists in the map, it means that the object has been
processed in the past (in the same call of makePersistent, though) and the bytes after the
tag are for the next field (case 3). Otherwise, the reference can be either to a persistent
object (case 1) or to a non persistent one (case 2). These cases are distinguished thanks
to the metadata that every object has in the input buffer. More precisely, there is a
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byte for a flag called isPersistent. If it is true, then only the object ID for the persistent
object follows (case 1). Otherwise, the serialization of the non-persistent object follows
(case 2).
Kinetic handler strives to store key-value objects in an (almost) understandable format
for Data Service. By doing so, retrieving an object from Kinetic drive will require the less
possible processing. Thus, tags in every key-value entry should act as unique identifiers,
as they do in serialized objects. However, if we extract the inner objects out of an outer
one, tags lose their identification property.
For example, suppose we have objectA and objectB, with a relationship as depicted in
Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Example: Relationship between two objects.

If makePersistent is called for objectA, then both objects will be serialized. Furthermore,
objectA will be tagged with 0, and objectB with 1. The reference of objectA to objectB
falls into case 2, because objectB has never been encountered before, nor it is persistent.
On the contrary, the reference of objectB to objectA falls into case 3, because objectA
has been already encountered. So, only the tag 0 is used for this reference.
If objectA and objectB are separated and stored individually, they cannot reference each
other anymore. For example, tag 0 in objectB cannot identify objectA. For this reason,
the object ID should be used for referencing to other persistent object, as serialization
mechanism does in case 1. Afterwards, any other reference to already encountered object
should contain only the tag. For example, a second reference from objectB to objectA
should append only the tag of objectA, not its object ID. Thus, Kinetic handler should
implement this inner tagging mechanism. One map and one set enable this mechanism:

• alreadyEncounteredObjects (Map from integer to object ID): This was described earlier: It is necessary for recognizing objects that have been processed in
the past, in the same storeObject call. The reader should keep in mind that this
map is unique and it is used by all the recursive storeObject calls.
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• alreadyEncounteredTags (Set of integers): Every time storeObject is called, such
a set is instantiated empty. This set contains the tags that the current storeObject
call has already encountered. If a tag does not exist in the set, the tagged object
is encountered for first time from the current storeObject call, and its object
ID should be appended, along with the tag (the object ID can be found from
alreadyEncounteredObjects). Otherwise, if the tag is in the set, it is enough for
referencing the object.

Every tag that is into alreadyEncounteredTags is in the alreadyEncounteredObjects, too. But, not the reverse.
The pseudocode of the algorithm can be found at Algorithm 6. This algorithm is executed only when a reference to another object is found.
Last but not least, the reader can imagine the complexity of the SQL statement for
handling references in the case of relational database handler.

4.4.6

Key schema

After this long description of what is stored in the value of a key-value entry, the only
thing left is the key schema of the entry. The key schema does not make any surprises
and follows the quite plausible pattern: class ID object ID
The motivation that led to this schema derives from the entries ordering according to
their key. Since entries are ordered, objects of the same class are grouped together,
like tables of relational databases do. According to the Kinetic technology description,
retrieval of objects that reside close to each other can be optimized. Later, we will see
specific cases where we take advantage of this feature.

4.4.7

Superclasses storing

In OOP, when a class extends another class, the subclass inherits superclass’ fields. dataClay takes this fact into consideration in its serialization mechanism, and Kinetic handler
does too. As it was mentioned in the previous chapter, every stub class inherits at least
one class, the class DataClayObject. Thus, serialized objects always contain bytes that
correspond to its superclasses, at least DataClayObject. Kinetic handler appends these
bytes to the output buffer of the corresponding object. Furthermore, processing the
DataClayObject bytes is the criterion for reaching to the end of processing.
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Algorithm 6 The algorithm for processing references
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:

procedure processReference()
tag ← inputBuf f er.readInt()
if !alreadyEncounteredObjects.containsKey(tag) then
isP ersistent ← inputBuf f er.readBoolean()
if isP ersistent = true then
objectID ← inputBuf f er.readObjectID()
alreadyEncounteredObjects.add(tag, objectID)
alreadyEncounteredT ags.add(tag)
outputBuf f er.writeInt(currentT ag)
outputBuf f er.writeBoolean(true)
outputBuf f er.writeObjectID(objectID)
else
objectID ← newobjectID()
alreadyEncounteredObjects.add(tag, objectID)
alreadyEncounteredT ags.add(tag)
outputBuf f er.writeInt(currentT ag)
outputBuf f er.writeBoolean(true)
outputBuf f er.writeObjectID(objectID)
inputBuf f er.storeObject()
end if
else
if alreadyEncounteredT ags.contains(tag) then
outputBuf f er.writeInt(tag)
else
alreadyEncounteredT ags.add(tag)
objectID ← alreadyEncounteredObjects.get(tag)
outputBuf f er.writeInt(currentT ag)
outputBuf f er.writeBoolean(true)
outputBuf f er.writeObjectID(objectID)
end if
end if
end procedure

. Read tag

. Case 1

. Case 2

. Case 3

Here, it is worth to mention a corner case which indicates that direct put on the Kinetic
drive can be harmful. DBClass has a public method called hasNullableReferences which
returns true if the modeled user class contains references, and vice versa. So, in case of
receiving false after calling this method, it means that the user class has only primitive
fields. Which are just copied in our case. So, someone might think that the byte
processing can be avoided if the hasNullableReferences returns false, and that a direct
put operation is possible. But, the truth is that DBClass models only the class itself
and not its superclasses. Thus, hasNullableReferences is not aware of the superclasses,
and whether they contain references or not. So, it is quite possible a class to have only
primitive fields and its superclass a reference to another object. A direct put operation
in this case would cause violation of the single-object-rule.
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Iterative version

As it has been mentioned above, the serialization acts in a recursive way. Thus, doing
the same in the Kinetic handler was more than straightforward. However, in cases where
objects are nested inside others in big depth, it is quite probable to run out of memory
resources, and end up with a stack overflow. For this purpose, an additional iterative
method for storing objects and the corresponding class that acts as stack frame have
been developed. This class contains among others several flags for overcoming code
segments that must be run only once. This ends up having an iterative version which is
a quite hard to understand, but memory safe. Describing the iterative version in detail
would not add new concepts. That’s why no further explanation is not attempted.

4.5

Retrieval of objects from the Kinetic drive

While the store operation has been detailed thoroughly, almost nothing has been said
for its counterpart, the read operation. The truth is that the store operation has been
designed so that it will facilitate the retrieval of an object from the Kinetic drive and it
will be as more performant as possible. Thankfully, this optimization can be achieved
in many cases.
Before proceeding with the description of the read operation in the Kinetic handler, it is
crucial to learn some more things about dataClay and how it usually behaves: dataClay
usually requests single objects from the persistence layer. In other words, it usually does
not expect to receive many objects from the Kinetic drive in a single operation. For
example, it requests for an object, which might have references to other objects, but it
does not expect the referenced objects along with the initial one. Instead, it receives the
initial object serialized, which contains the dataClay object IDs of the other serialized
objects, though. And actually, it does not make sense to retrieve a big amount of objects
with a single operation. It would lead to a very demanding request, which would take
a lot of time to be served, and, at the end, only a small part of these objects would be
accessed. Instead, every object is retrieved from the persistence layer, only when it is
not handy in the memory.
However, there is a corner case, in which an object, along with its references objects,
are expected. This case happens when we want to transfer/copy data from one data
infrastructure to another. As someone might think, this does not happen often.
So, how is it specified whether we want to retrieve objects exhaustively or not? The
answer is that this is achieved thanks to a boolean called stopsAtPersistent. When
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access to the data of persistence layer is needed, Data Service issues the appropriate call
to the handler. This call contains several parameters, like the object and class IDs of
the object we want to access, and other parameters. stopsAtPersistent belongs to the
complementary parameters. If it is true, the access is exhaustive. Otherwise, only a
single serialized object is expected.
From now and on, we will expose how Kinetic handler faces both situations. A few pages
above, the motivation for having single objects in every key-value entry (the single-object
rule) has been described extensively; moreover, we usually request single objects from
the data infrastructure. Things seem to converge: It would be ideal if objects were
retrieved from the persistence layer and pushed directly to Data Service without any
byte processing. Kinetic handler does almost so. There are few cases (maps, collections,
array) that the retrieval is done directly without any processing. Regarding the rest,
it depends on whether the class of the retrieved object has been enriched or not. For
this purpose, every stored has some metadata in the beginning of the stored bytes,
which are necessary for determining whether the class of the retrieved object has been
enriched. If not, no more processing is needed. Otherwise, processing is inevitable.
Class enrichments, maps, collections and arrays description follow.
On the other side, things cannot be dreamy when stopsAtPersistent is false. Multiple
accesses to the Kinetic drive are needed. Byte processing is done and code that takes
much longer time is run. The good thing is that stopsAtPersistent is usually true. Since
the procedure follows a quite symmetrical pattern to the store operation, it is described.
At the end, it is worth to mention that the get operation acts recursively when stopsAtPersistent is false. No iterative version has been developed, since the recursive call
is prevented most of the times.

4.6

Updating objects in the Kinetic drive

In a data sharing platform, the ability to modify data is probably the most important
feature. If not, the cooperation among the users would be very restrictive and probably
each of the users would end up having a personal copy of the data. dataClay, though,
provides the modification feature and, actually, it is one of its fundamental ones. Thus,
Kinetic handler has also to ensure that modification of data on the persistence layer is
possible.
In the previous chapter, the bytecode analysis, which takes place during the registration
of a class, was described. As it was said, one of the objectives of this analysis is to
identify the methods that modify the state of the self-contained objects. Since dataClay
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knows what changes the state of an object it also knows when such a change takes
places: Whenever a state-modifying method is called. So, when such a method is called,
dataClay can also trigger the appropriate call for updating the data that rely on the
persistence layer. More precisely, when a method that modifies at least one of the fields
of an object, the update of the object on the persistence layer follows.
In Kinetic drive, when an entry must be updated, it is actually substituted by another
one. Kinetic handler is not the exception: When dataClay issues an update operation,
the workflow is exactly the same as when an object is first stored. Kinetic handler
receives a serialized object, the handler processes it, finds the non persistent object
which are stored individually and then overwrites the old object.
There is only one thing left for the update operation. In the second chapter, the Kinetic’s inner mechanism for dealing with concurrency issues was described. Actually,
this mechanism is not used in dataClay, in the Kinetic handler. There is no need to use
it because dataClay itself does not permit the access to the persistence layer by more
than one user per time. Thus, there cannot be any inconsistency in the shared object, by
design. Furthermore, the double effort of Kinetic for updating an already updated object
is avoided: if a user tries to update an object and receives a VersionMismatchException,
then he has to repeat his modification on the freshly modified object.

4.7

Objects deletion from Kinetic drive

After introducing the majority of the details that concern the Kinetic handler, the delete
operation can be described quite fast. In analogous way as reading objects, every delete
operation has the boolean parameter stopsAtPersistent. If it is true, the deletion of a
single key-value entry is needed. On the other side, we need to delete the whole objects
tree, whose the object ID of the root is known. In this case, the delete method calls itself
and every node deletes its children nodes before deleting itself. Unfortunately, there is
not much margin for optimization for this operation.

4.8

Removal of a class from Kinetic drive

There are some rare cases where we want to delete from the data infrastructure every
instance of a class. If the objects were stored in a relational database, then a simple SQL
statement “DROP TABLE” would be sufficient for accomplishing the remove operation.
On the contrary, there is not any actual grouping for the key-value entries in the Kinetic
drive, like tables do in the relational databases. Instead, deletion of every instance must
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be held individually. Thus, the keys for each instance of the class must be retrieved and
then delete(key) must be issued for every key.
Before moving to the implementation part, a little refresher would be useful: Every key
(and its entry) is ordered lexicographically in the Kinetic drive. So, this fact can
facilitate drastically the grouping of objects. And our key schema does so. Since each
instance of a class shares the same prefix in the key schema, each object of the class
reside next to the other. And Kinetic promises an optimization for accessing adjacent
key-value entries.
The ordering fact gives us an insight for the planning inside the Kinetic drive, but we
still do not know how to receive the keys for the key-value entries that we are interested
in. According to Kinetic API, two solutions are possible.
The first one is to use the method getNext method until we delete every instance of the
class. More precisely, we are only given the class ID of the class we want to remove.
As it was described in the section “Representation of classes on the Kinetic persistence
layer”, there is a key-value entry for the class schema, whose key is only the class ID.
This is the first member of the class group. So, we can use getNext and remove every
instance one by one. This operation stops only when the key of the next entry is of
different class.
The second option involves the getKeyRange method. According to this method’s declaration, three of the parameters passed to it are the first and the last key of the range
we are interested and the maximum number of keys (call it max) we want to receive. If
there are more keys in the range than max, then the first max will be returned. Otherwise, the whole range of keys is returned. So, we know the first key of the range but
not the last one. Nevertheless, there is no need to know the exact key, since every key
is ordered lexicographically. Thus, if we define as upper key a non existent key which
is bigger than each object we want to remove, but smaller from the next class group,
then it can serve as the upper key limit in our purpose. In our case, the following key
is used: classID˜ . Since ˜is bigger than _, the key range from classID to classID˜
includes every key of the class group we are interested of. Of course, when max keys are
returned, the getKeyRange is executed again in order to remove the remaining objects
of the class.

4.9

Class enrichment

In the first chapter, it was emphatically mentioned that, in current approaches of data
sharing, 3rd parties are always restricted in the functionality that is provided by the data
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owner. The only solution for them is to create a copy of the data and then manipulate
it at their wish; however, real cooperation and data sharing cease to exist after creating
a copy.
Instead, dataClay enables both sides to work seamlessly. More precisely, class enrichments are possible in three ways: 1) Adding new fields in a class, 2) adding new methods
in a class, 3) adding a new implementation for an existing method in a class. Obviously,
Kinetic handler deals only with the first case, because the second and the third case affect the behavior of classes which has nothing to do with the persistence layer. Instead,
changes in the fields of a class affect the state of its instances. And, actually persistence
layer saves only the state of objects. On the contrary, changes in methods are reflected
in the class files. Moreover, which method is exposed to whom depends solely on the
model contracts.
In the case of relational databases, the representation of a class is achieved using a
corresponding table, where the fields of the class are mapped to the columns of the table.
So, enriching a class by adding new fields is reflected on the database by adding new
columns in the corresponding table. On the contrary, Kinetic drive does not represent
classes somehow. Every instance is independent of the other in Kinetic drive, even
though they reside next each other. Nevertheless, modifications on the structure of
a class affect all of its instances, at once. Even more, a modification also affects the
objects of classes that extend the enriched one. Thus, if we wanted to update all the
affected objects at the moment of their class enrichment, we would not be able, because
we cannot find easily the instances of other classes that extend the enriched one.
Thus, we are not able to do anything with reasonable complexity, at the moment of the
enrichment. The only action at the enrichment moment is to update the key-value entry
for the instance of DBClass, whose class has been enriched. This update does not affect
any of the “dirty” objects. Nonetheless, the updated DBClass enables to recognize the
“dirty” objects. The update of a “dirty” happens at the moment of retrieval.
Before moving further to the adopted solution, it is important to clarify what is expected
by Data Service when it requests an object whose class/superclass has been enriched. It
expects a serialized object which has information (bytes) for all the fields, both old and
new, of the class. More precisely, the deserialization method has been updated in order
to deserialize “enriched” objects. Thus, when we request a “dirty” object, we have to
add the default values in the new fields: If the new field is of primitive type, it gets its
default value. Otherwise, it will be a reference and we will not append extra bytes since
null references in serialized objects have no bytes. Furthermore, the notNullBitmap
must contain bits for every reference, even the new ones.
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How is a “dirty” object recognized by Kinetic handler? In order to recognize an affected
object, some metadata is added to the value of a key-value entry, while it is processed
for storing. During the store operation, every object is stored using the latest DBClass
for its class and superclasses. Thus, we mark every object with the number of fields
for each of its classes. Afterwards, when an object is retrieved, the stored metadata
are compared with the number of fields of the current DBClass instances. At least one
difference means that the object is “dirty”.
So, that’s why every key-value entry is not shaped exactly in an understandable way for
Data Service. The value of every key-value pair contains 4 more bytes for an integer in
the beginning of the serialized object. These 4 bytes denote the number of classes and
superclasses that are saved in the serialized object. Let’s call it classes. Thereafter, 20
* classes bytes of metadata follow. Every 20 bytes consist of 16 bytes for the class ID
and 4 bytes for the number of fields of the class at the moment of store. If anything
has not changed for any of the classes, then the object is not dirty. Otherwise, its new
fields should be set to default values. This metadata are put in the beginning of the
buffer, on purpose. If an object is not dirty and stopsAtPersistent is true, we want the
retrieval of an object to be as fast as possible. So, in this case we just remove the initial
metadata bytes from the buffer and return the remaining, which is fully understandable
by Data Service. No byte processing is needed. So, a huge workload is avoided, which
would take a lot time and it would be meaningless.
Last but not least, how are the new fields recognized when we need to update a dirty
object? The solution comes by dataClay itself. Thanks to the bytecode analysis, every
new field is added at the end of the fields. This change is also reflected in the DBClass
in the same way. Thus, since we know the number of the already stored fields, which are
in the beginning of the DBClass, we can also distinguish the new fields. Furthermore,
fields are never removed from user classes. Hence, once a field is added in a user class,
its position in the class regarding the other fields will remain the same.

4.10

Storing collections in the Kinetic drive

As we have seen in the previous chapter, there are some special cases where the serialization does not follow the general pattern. Namely, collections, maps and arrays are
serialized in a special way. Obviously, the Kinetic handler treats serialized objects of
these classes in a special way, too. In this section, handling of collections is going to be
presented. The other cases follow in the next sections.
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Honestly talking, the differences between the general serialization algorithm and the
collection one concern mostly some extra metadata rather than the actual way that
collection members are serialized. Thus, it would be meaningless and repetitive to
describe in detail the processing of serialized collections. Instead, we will focus on the
things that make collections unique.
Someone might wonder how a collection wrapper is recognized. Every serialized object
contains 16 bytes that denote the class ID of the object. These bytes are written in the
second step of the algorithms presented in the previous chapter. In the case of the three
wrappers, there is no exception. The class ID that is appended in the serialized object is
the one of the corresponding wrapper. So, if any of these 3 class IDs is recognized during
the handling of serialized objects, the general path is bypassed and special methods take
care of the wrappers, instead. After reading all the metadata that precedes the bytes
for the serialized collection members, the handling of the members is held by the same
method that handles reference fields in the general case. After all, collection members
are objects!
It has been already mentioned that retrieval of collections, maps, arrays from Kinetic
drive can be direct. The reason is that the java wrappers are never enriched in comparison to other user classes. Thus, no metadata are appended like in user classes. Only the
serialized wrapper. Which is fully understandable by Data Service. But, it is important
to emphasize that just the wrappers do not need enrichment check, not the collection
members, which are regular objects.
The rest of the section describes how to optimize retrieval of collections members in the
Kinetic drive. It has been mentioned several times the notion of grouping by selecting
the appropriate keys for the key-value entries. Regarding collections, taking advantage
of this feature makes sense more than any other time.
According to the selected key schema, objects of the same class always reside together
in the Kinetic drive. Thus, members of a collection reside inside the outer group of their
class. But it is very possible other objects which are not members of the collection to
reside between the collection members. This happens because the second part of every
key is the object ID which is generated randomly.
Before describing the proposed solution, let’s see how an object ID is formed. An object
ID is of type UUID. It consists of 16 bytes, which can be broken into two parts, 8 bytes
for the mostSignificantPart, and 8 bytes for the leastSignificantPart. In other words, an
objectID is made out of 2 longs.
The proposal is: We can generate randomly an object ID, which will be used for the
wrapper entry itself. Then, the mostSignificantPart of this ID will be used for the
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mostSignificantPart of all the collection members’ IDs. By doing so, we achieve having
collection members into a subgroup inside the outer group of the class. However, if
the leastSignificantPart is random, the members of the collection probably will not
have the same order as in the collection. Instead, we can create the leastSignificantPart
manually, by taking the leastSignificantPart of the wrapper ID and increment it for every
collection member. By doing so, the members of the collection are ordered. Moreover,
the probability to overwrite a collection member is very small, since 8 bytes can produce
IDs for 2ˆ64 - 1 collection members.
Last but not least, it is worth to mention the motivation of keeping objects IDs 16 bytes
long, despite the fact that we can store keys up to 4 KB in the Kinetic drive. The
motivation is to keep every key-value in an understandable format by Data Service. If
we were using a kind of internal object ID which exceeded the 16 bytes (for example, 16
bytes same for every member and incrementing number), this ID would be useful only
for the Kinetic handler. Even if only the wrapper were requested with stopsAtPersistent
true, it would have to map the internal Kinetic ID to the dataClay ones. Which would
impose extra processing of bytes.

4.11

Storing maps in the Kinetic drive

After introducing the handling of collections, there is no mystery left to reveal for maps.
Just, most of the processing is done twice. Moreover, the aforementioned optimization
can be adapted so that the keys and the values will be grouped.

4.12

Storing arrays in the Kinetic drive

Arrays can contain two types of elements: either primitive elements or references to
other objects. In the latter case, the handling is done more or less in an analogous way
as collections. Moreover, the grouping optimization can be applied in the array case too.
On the other side, when we want to store an array which contains primitive elements, the
process can be quite fast and without any need for calling the same method recursively
(or its iterative equal). Since we know both the type of the elements and the number of
them in the array, the number of bytes dedicated for the array into the serialized buffer
can be calculated really fast and the corresponding bytes are read at once.
However, if we do not pay attention, we will probably run into trouble. As the reader
might remember, every key-value in the Kinetic drive has restriction on the data size.
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The maximum size of the value is 1 MB. If we want to store an array of 300,000 integers,
it cannot fit into one key-value entry, which would lead to an Exception. It is the only
time we need to break the single-object rule: The wrapper cannot contain the whole
array.
The solution in this case is to break the array into small enough pieces, store them
individually and keep track of the array components into the array wrapper. When a
big array of primitive type is requested, its wrapper is retrieved in the beginning, it is
checked if its array is segmented, and if yes, its parts are retrieved and recomposed into
the wrapper. The only thing left is: How can we recognize a big array? Thanks to
the bytebuffer API, a single of the method readableBytes() returns the number of bytes
that the buffer contains. Last but not least, the grouping trick that was described in
the collection section can be used here too, in order to retrieve the array segments as
fast as possible.

Chapter 5

Evaluation of Kinetic handler
Objective of this chapter is to provide sense about the performance of Kinetic handler.
Firstly, the time needed for basic operations (such as put and get) is presented. Afterwards, the impact of class enrichment is examined. Last, we see the behavior of Kinetic
handler for arrays of primitives (of variable lengths).

5.1

Main Operations

The first test run was for the elapsed time of store operation. Fifty simple objects (only
with 2 primitive fields, and no references) were stored. The time needed for their store
can be found in Figure 5.1.
According to the results, the time needed for storing a single object is around 60 ms,
most of the times. Nevertheless, there are two more conclusions for which there is no
explanation, right now. It depends solely in the inner mechanisms of Kinetic drive.The
first fact is that similar results are grouped. In Figure 5.1, we see 2 groups: One group
with elapsed time around 60ms, and another with elapsed time around 80ms. The second
fact is there are some spikes during the store operation. In such cases, the elapsed time
is even tripled.
The second case involves the store of an object which contains a reference to another unstored object. Thus, two objects are going to be stored, after processing the serialization
message by Kinetic handler. The result are in Figure 5.2.
As someone might expect, the elapsed times are doubled in comparison to those of Figure
5.1. More precisely, grouping is present here too. More precisely, there is one group of
120ms and another of 180ms, which are doubled of the values of Figure 5.1. Last, spikes
are not missing from this case.
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Figure 5.1: Elapsed time for storing simple objects.
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Figure 5.2: Elapsed time for storing objects with one reference.
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In Figure 5.3, we see that if an object contains a reference to another persistent object,
the store operation is not affected and it behaves similarly with the case of Figure 5.1.
This makes sense, since dealing with references to other persistent objects requires just
the processing of some extra bytes in the serialized object. On the contrary, references
to non-persistent objects require the processing of the whole serialized referenced object
and, of course, one more put operation to Kinetic drive.
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Figure 5.3: Elapsed time for storing objects with one reference to persistent object.

Regarding the retrieval of objects (Figure 5.4), we notice that they are one order of
magnitude faster than storing (as in Figure 5.1).

5.2

Impact of class enrichments

In Figure 5.5, the required time for obtaining objects of an enriched class is presented.
It is very important to mention that the total elapsed time (red lines in Figure 5.5)
consists of both enriching a “dirty” object and updating the “dirty” key-value entry
in Kinetic drive. As it is depicted in the blue sublines, most of the time is consumed
for updating the key-value entry in Kinetic drive, rather for retrieving and enriching a
“dirty” object. According to the current implementation, the user is compelled wait for
the whole operation, while he is interested for the enriched object which is ready much
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Figure 5.4: Elapsed time for retrieving objects.

earlier. Such cases like this, can be dramatically optimized by both using the Kinetic
API for asynchronous operations and implementing the corresponding callback handler.
This was not possible throughout this master thesis, because of the time limits.

5.3

Retrieving big arrays

In this section, the retrieval of big arrays of type int is examined. The objective is to
check whether the continuous key schema can perform better in comparison to using
random suffixes. In other words, it is tried to check the key schema trick mentioned in
section 4.10.
Unfortunately, no optimization was noticed. For this test, 10 arrays of 25,000,000 ints
were stored, with and without the continuous key schema for their segments. The size
of these arrays is around 95MBs, which ends up into having 95 segments of the array
because of the 1MB limit of the key-value entries. Afterwards, the arrays were retrieved.
Figure 5.6 shows elapsed times for retrieving the 10 arrays, when they were stored with
random suffix for their keys. Figure 5.7 shows elapsed times for retrieving the 10 arrays,
when they were stored with continuous suffix for their keys. Their times do not present
any big difference. Time unit is the millisecond.
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Figure 5.5: Elapsed time for retrieving objects of an enriched class.
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Figure 5.6: Elapsed time for retrieving arrays with random suffix in their keys.
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Figure 5.7: Elapsed time for retrieving arrays with continuous suffix in their keys.

However, it was noticed the impact of the internal cache. Every array, in both cases
(either continuous or random key), was retrieved twice. Always the second retrieval was
much faster. The case of continuous key schema is presented in Figure 5.8. The behavior
is the same for random key schema too.
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Figure 5.8: Elapsed time for retrieving arrays twice in the row.
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